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Abstract
Setting up a truely holistic aircraft design process considering all the relevant disciplines, requires a new level of collaboration.
Design tools from different fields of expertise need to be combined in order to cover each discipline thoroughly. While the use
of a central data format reduces the effort necessary to interconnect all the design tools, inconsistencies can remain hidden
inside the process. Despite the central data format a conversion needs to be implemented from the central data format to the
representation used in each application. Especially in multi-fidelity processes this can be a source of errors. Abstracting from
a detailed model to a reduced model and back, requires knowledge which is usually based on assumptions. In order to ensure
consistency, any assumption made during the abstraction needs to be valid for the data at hand. In this paper inconsistencies
discovered during the development of the design process in Digital-X are used to illustrate the challenge in their setup. From
the experience with the implementation of collaborative design processes a generalized method was developed for avoiding
inconsistencies. The application of the method on the specific example from the Digital-X project indicates the value for the
setup of future design processes.
1. INTRODUCTION
Aircraft design is a complex task in which knowledge of a
large number of disciplines needs to be included/combined.
Due to its high complexity it is difficult for a single party to
deal with all the disciplines in detail. Collaboration between
different experts is required for a holistic design consider-
ing all the relevant disciplines. Methods for collaboration
are currently investigated at DLR Air Transportation Sys-
tems. The development of collaborative and distributed de-
sign processes is pursued in different projects such as AG-
ILE, Digital-X, IDEaliSM, FrEACs, VicToria. In this paper we
show how inconsistencies can pass unnoticed during the
assembly of aircraft design tools into a single design pro-
cess and how to avoid them. As an example a subprocess
developed for the Digital-X project is used [4]. One of the
goals in Digital-X is the setup of a MDO (Multidisciplinary
Design Optimization) process, including high fidelity FEM
(Finite Element Method) and CFD (Computational Fluid Dy-
namics) methods, aero structural coupling and a large num-
ber of load cases. The optimization is driven by planform
parameters of the wing (as independent design variables).
However, in order to ensure the feasibility for each of the
design evaluated within the optimization process, a prepro-
cessor was developed which modifies the wing position and
the tail sizes according to stability and controllability criteria.
The optimization process starts from a reference configu-
ration containing the initial aerodynamic shape, on which
planform changes are performed by the optimizer. Taking
the reference configuration containing the wing changed by
the optimizer, the preprocessor uses low fidelity methods,
such as AVL (Athena Vortex Lattice) and handbook meth-
ods, for the estimation of component masses and aerody-
namic performance. It also changes the wing position and
tail sizes according to stability and controllability margins of
the original reference aircraft. Due to the interdependencies
of the mass estimation, the aerodynamic performance and
the stability and controllability criteria, the first two are linked
by the latter, the process is run in an iterative loop. Once the
wing position and tail sizes are converged, the process de-
liveres a design consistent with the applied overall aircraft
design methods. Generating a consistent aircraft design
requires consistency between all the methods and models
used by the tools in the process. Although a central data
format is used for the exchange of data between the tools,
the consistency highly depends on the interpretation of the
central data model for each tool. The interpretation usu-
ally differs with the discipline and with the level of fidelity. In
this paper inconsistencies in the development of the prepro-
cessor and the approached solution are described. From
the experiences collected during the project, a suggestion
for the implementation of future multi-disciplinary and multi-
fidelity processes is presented. In the following section a
short overview of the optimization process from the Digital-
X project is introduced and the context and structure of the
preprocessor is explained. In section 3 examples for incon-
sistencies recognized during the development of the prepro-
cessor are shown followed by a description of the method
used for solving inconsistencies in section 4. Details on how
the suggested method was used to achieve consistency be-
tween the models are given in section 5.
2. OPTIMIZATION PROCESS
The objective for the optimization process in Digital-X is op-
timizing the wing shape for minimum fuel burn on a design
mission. Included in the process are a large number of
disciplinary tools with variing level of fidelity, ranging from
handbook methods to detailed FEM and CFD analysis. As
an optimization architecture the MDF (multidisciplinary fea-
sible) approach, as described by [11] was chosen [6]. It
contains a sequential chain of subprocesses starting from
preliminary design methods to high fidelity analysis and siz-
ing. The structure of the optimization process is depicted in
FIG 1 [4]. As a data exchange between the different design
and analysis tools the central data format CPACS (Com-
mon Parametric Aircraft Configuration Schema) is used in
the design process [12]. Each of the four design stages
FIG 1: Digital-X gradient free optimization process [4]
Preliminary Design, Initial Structural Sizing, Prediction of
Critical Load Cases and High-Fidelity AeroStructural MDA
& Sizing writes its results into a CPACS file which is trans-
fered to the next stage. Integrating all the disciplinary tools
into an automated design process is done using the integra-
tion framework RCE (Remote Component Environment) [9],
[1]. The Preliminary Design stage is composed of two parts,
the preprocessor and the actual predesign. While the task
of the preprocessor is the creation of a feasible overall air-
craft design based on the reference aircraft and wing shape
updated by the optimizer, the predesign evaluates the air-
craft geometry created by the preprocessor, using different
low fidelity methods. It performs a wing mass estimation
using simple beam model under consideration of basic load
cases for sizing and handbook methods from LTH (Luftfahrt
Technisches Handbuch) [3] for secondary wing mass esti-
mation, a mission simulation and handbook methods for in-
tegrating the wing and fuel mass estimations into the over-
all aircraft masses [2]. In the Initial Structural Sizing stage
a higher fidelity method for structural sizing of the compo-
nents is used. Once the Prediction of Critical Load Cases
stage has identified critical load cases from a vast number
of load cases, the Initial Structural Sizing stage is triggered
again to resize the aircraft components under consideration
of all the critical load cases [10], [8]. This loop is continued
until convergence is reached and the result is passed to the
High-Fidelity AeroStructural MDA & Sizing stage. There a
final aero-structural analysis and sizing is performed using
high fidelity FEM and CFD methods [13]. After the design is
completed, the performance of the aircraft is evaluated and
the constraints can be evaluated to provide the necessary
results for the optimizer.
The described process is a collaboration of eight different
facilities from DLR distributed over six sites in Germany.
Since the examples described in this paper are based on
experiences in the development of the preprocessor, the
following paragraphs describe the structure of the prepro-
cessor in more detail. For information on the other parts
consider reading the individual publications.
3. PREPROCESSOR
FIG 2 shows a flow chart of the preprocessors structure as
part of the complete process. As an input to the prepro-
FIG 2: Preprocessor structure
cessor an aircraft shape containing a wing designed by the
optimizer and the top level aircraft requirements (TLAR) are
used. From the aerodynamic shape of the aircraft and the
TLARs two parallel processes are triggered. On the one
side the aerodynamic performance of the aircraft and its
components is evaluated and on the other hand the initial
mass estimation is performed. For the aerodynamic perfor-
mance evaluation AVL with additional corrections for tran-
sonic flow is used. Since this method can only estimate
the lift and lift induced drag, handbook methods based on
Raymer are used to add a zero lift drag prediction. The
estimations of the overall design masses are performed
using the open source conceptual aircraft design software
VAMPzero, which incorporates a large number of handbook
methods from different sources. From the geometric de-
scription of the wing and tails the volume of the fuel tanks
is determined. In total the volume and center of volume
of four separate fuel tanks are evaluated, namely the cen-
ter fuel tank, the inner fuel tank, the outer fuel tank and a
trim tank located in the horizontal tail plane. Together with
the mass and location of the payload, the most forward and
most backward center of gravity (COG) for the complete air-
craft can be estimated. The minimun and maximum COG
are then used to iteratively calculate the wing position and
tail size according to the stability and controllability margin
given for the reference aircraft using a method derived from
[5]. Once a new wing position and tail size is found, the geo-
metric changes are applied to the geoometry in the CPACS
file. This process is repeated until the wing position and tail
size are converged. Finally, the full aircraft configuration in-
cluding the adapted wing position and tail sizes, as well as
the aerodynamic performance and initial mass estimation
are returned.
The given description does not contain all the details of
the preprocessor but gives a slightly simplified view. Some
parts which are not relevant for the method described in this
paper, such as the engine placement and the analysis of the
one engine inoperative criteria were left out for the sake of
simplicity.
Although CPACS is used for the data exchange throughout
the preprocessor an interpretation of the aircraft model de-
scribed by the data needs to be performed for every tool.
In the described process, methods of different fidelity were
used. And although their internal models are based on the
same central model, there can still be inconsistencies be-
tween them. In the next section an example for inconsis-
tencies which were identified during the development of the
preprocessor is given.
3.1. Hidden Inconsistencies Revealed
In the previously described design process, tools of differ-
ent level of fidelity are used raising consistency discrepan-
cies. As an example, the NASA CRM (Common Research
Model) aircraft model is taken into consideration, and dif-
ference in the interpretations of the wing models between
the conceptual design tool VAMPzero and the implemented
AVL method are presented. Since the AVL wing model uses
all the wing segments defined in the CPACS file, for the re-
maining part of the paper, the CPACS geometry is used as
representative for the AVL wing, neglecting the details for
the transformation from CPACS to AVL. The CPACS file of
the NASA CRM was generated from the step file available at
https://commonresearchmodel.larc.nasa.gov and addi-
tional information such as the reference area was taken
from [14]. The generated CPACS file contains a total of
20 wing segments. While the panels of the wing for AVL are
created using the detailed shape reflecting all the individual
segments, VAMPzeros internal representation consists only
of a single trapezoid wing. Thus the detailed shape needs to
be processed to find a suitable representation. VAMPzero
contains an import method, which will read the parameters
from the CPACS geometry definition. A look at the source
code reveals the methods used for the import of the follow-
ing wing (planform) parameters:
wing sweep The wing sweep is calculated as the angle be-
tween the line spanned from the quarter chord of the
second wing segments root to the quarter chord of the
last segments tip and the yz plane (pitch and yaw axis).
root chord The root chord is calculated as the distance be-
tween the leading and trailing edge of the second seg-
ments inner section.
tip chord The tip chord is calculated as the distance be-
tween the leading and trailing edge of the last seg-
ments outer section.
span The span is defined as twice the distance between
the leading edges of the first segments inner section
and the last segments outer section.
wing reference area The reference area of the wing is
taken not from the wing shape, but from the reference
nodes of CPACS.
wing position The wing position or more precisely the
leading edge position of the wings root chord is de-
termined as the leading edge position of the first wing
segments inner section.
The following assumptions made by VAMPzero on the
CPACS wing geometry can be extracted from the wing pa-
rameters import methods.
1. The calculation of the wing sweep assumes that the
wing must consist of at least two segments.
2. The second segments inner section defines the root
chord length.
3. The fact that the first segment is not considered for the
wing sweep calculation could mean that it is assumed
to represent the wing segment lying inside of the fuse-
lage and thus should not be considered for determining
the sweep angle.
4. The implementation also relies on the order of the seg-
ment nodes in the CPACS file. It should be noted that
the CPACS schema does not force any order on the
segments of a wing in a CPACS file. Thus the order can
be arbitrarily shuffled, making the implemented method
infeasible for such cases.
5. The outer section of the last wing segment defines the
wing tip.
6. The wing is defined as half a wing with symmetry.
7. The inner section of the first segment lies on the wings
symmetry plane.
All of these assumptions can be erroneous, depending on
the definition of the wing geometry in the input CPACS file.
The examplatory wing geometry of the NASA CRM already
violates some of the assumptions considered by the con-
ceptual tool.
2 The wing is defined starting at the fuselage intersec-
tion. Thus the second segment is not the first after the
fuselage intersection as intended.
3 The first segment does not lie within the fuselage and
thus should be considered for the sweep angle.
7 The inner section of the first segment does not lie on
the wings symmetry plane, thus resulting in a wrong
value for the wing span.
The violation of these assumptions leads to an abstraction
of the wing shape which is inconsistent with the original
shape. FIG 3 shows the result for applying VAMPzeros
internal interpretation to the NASA CRM wing shape. It is
FIG 3: NASA CRM wing (blue) and its VAMPzero interpre-
tation (red)
obvious that the simplified wing does not properly reflect
the original wings position and span. When considering
the fuselage shape this would result in a considerable
difference in the exposed area of the wing. These two
differences can mainly be explained by the offset of the
CRM wing from the symmetry plane. When aligning the two
wings, as shown in FIG 4, the shapes compare quite well.
The leading edge sweep, the root chord and the tip chord of
FIG 4: Aligned wing shapes of NASA CRM (blue) and its
VAMPzero interpretation (red)
the simplified wing are reasonable when compared to the
original values. After the alignment it also becomes more
obvious that there is a difference in the wings planform
areas. When comparing the calculated planform area of the
NASA CRM wing shape with the reference area used for
the aerodynamic coefficients, a difference of 24.01m can be
observed (Splanform = 359.68m2; Sreference = 383.69m2
[14]) . This shows, that taking the reference area value,
which is used for the normalization of aerodynamic co-
efficients, to represent the geometric wing planform area
does not neccessarily reflect the wings planform area as
calculated from the shape.
3.2. Achieving Consistency
There generally are two approaches in which the inconsis-
tencies can be removed. The violated assumptions can
either be fixed by changing the method to make valid as-
sumptions or by providing an input for which the assump-
tions made are valid. Both methods have advantages and
disadvantages. On the one hand, changing the data should
be relatively easy to do, but doing so could have an unde-
sirable impact on other parts of the process. Additionally,
the results can differ depending on the changes in the data
model and the changes have to repeated every time the pro-
cess is used for a different configuration. On the other hand,
changing the import method of the tool requires access to
and familiarity with the code and thus can be more difficult.
The main advantage of the second approach is, that as long
as the changes to the import method are chosen carefully,
using only assumptions valid for most expected input data,
allows the method to work on a large variety of inputs. In
the following paragraphs we will first take a closer look at
the “Changing the Data” approach, followed by considera-
tions on how the “Changing the Method” approach can be
applied.
Changing the Data
The main issue of the wing shape is that it does not start at
the symmetry plane. The discrepancy in the wing planform
(a) Method A (b) Method B
FIG 5: Extended wings
and reference area of the NASA CRM is that the win ref-
erence area is usually caclulated from a wing shape which
is continued unti the symmetry plane. In the following the
same wing object is represented by two approaches, which
are commonly used to extract wing properties such as the
reference area:
Method A The wing shape is continued by adding a rect-
angular segment with a straight/unswept leading and
trailing edge.
Method B The wing shape is continued by extending the
leading and trailing edges with the direction from the
inner segment.
For method A the root section is duplicated, placed orthog-
onally on the symmetry plane and then connected with the
original section. The wing shape resulting from this method
is shown in FIG 5a.
Applying method B means continuing the leading and trail-
ing edge shape of the inner segment towards the symmetry
plane. From the intersection points of the symmetry plane
with the extended edges the new root section parameters
such as chord length and position are calculated. The re-
sulting shape from applying method B is shown in FIG 5b.
Although these two methods represent the same wing prod-
uct, the difference in representation has an impact on the
interpretation of the conceptual tool. For both resulting
shapes the assumptions violated with the original shape be-
come valid. Applying VAMPzeros import methods to both of
them results in the wing shapes shown in FIG 6. Although
the resulting shapes of both wings are the the same, their
position is not. Due to way in which the wing position is
determined (as described above), the position of the wing
created using method A does not well reflect the original
wing position. This is obvious when comparing the lead-
ing edges of the wings. In contrast, the leading edges of
the wing obtained using method B and its simplified shape
align nicely.
When additionally changing the area in the reference node
of the CPACS file the boeing wing can be consistently con-
verted into the internal simplified representation as shown
in FIG 7.
Since the changes on the input data need to be valid for
all tools involved in the design process it might lead to
problems with other tools. In this case the change in ref-
erence area affects the values of the aerodynamic coeffi-
(a) Method A (b) Method B
FIG 6: Comparing wing shape (blue) with VAMPzero inter-
pretation (red)
cients. Therefore changing the import method is considered
in the next paragraph.
FIG 7: Consistent conversion of Method B wing (blue) to
VAMPzero interpretation (red)
Changing the Method
Finding a generic approach for the simplification of the ge-
ometry which will derive a feasible interpretation for all pos-
sible inputs can be extremely difficult if not impossible. The
use of assumptions can simplify the implementation of the
conversion between two models considerably and hence is
still commonly used. But it should always be assured that
assumptions are only used where applicable. For the sake
of confirmability the following points should be considered
when implementing the conversion between two models.
Firstly, for the purpose of raising awareness for their exis-
tence, assumptions should be stated as explicit as possi-
ble. Secondly if the software is used for another use case
it should be straight forward to change the assumptions, in
order to provide flexibility. Separating the interpretation of
the model from the application code supports both points,
by enabling us to develop and implement an interpretation
using case specific assumptions. Whenever a configuration
does not satisfy all the assumptions made in one interpreta-
tion, it can be replaced by a another implementation suitable
for the respective configuration. This way only the interpre-
tation needs to be adapted or exchanged depending on the
use case, but the main tool can stay the same - no need to
provide multiple versions of the same tool.
When developing a complex design workflow by connect-
ing multiple tools together there are many concerns to be
taken care of. A central data format such as CPACS sim-
plifies the connection of tools by providing a common lan-
guage, but application specific “glue code” is still needed in
order to ensure consistency between the different interpre-
tations of the central model. Placing all the assumptions
on the central data model in the “glue code” while simul-
taneously keeping the code as precise and short as pos-
sible, decreases the effort of adopting the process to new
configurations and thereby increases its flexibility. In oder
to support the fast implementation of required “glue code”,
a method based on disciplinary concepts was developed
serving as a bridge between the central data model and the
application specific data model.
4. CONCEPT INTERFACE LAYER
A common language such as CPACS is fundamental to a
distributed multi-disciplinary design process including com-
petences of many different partners. As evident from the
example in the previous section, even when using a com-
mon data format as a central data storage, the consistency
between the models is not automatically achieved. Usu-
ally the tools use the product description from the central
data format and convert it into an internal representation of
the data. When combining aircraft design and analysis tools
into a design process, CPACS is but the first step. It ensures
that the tools can read from the data structure regardless of
the tool used to create the data and that they can always
be fed with the most recent model. Though whether a con-
nection of two tools is feasible also depends on the com-
patibility of their internal representation generated from the
central model.
In order to create a feasible design process two main re-
quirements need to be satisfied:
1. All used methods need to be in appropriate for the
problem. (Appropriate internal model of the problem
domain and appropriate physics.)
2. The collection of all assumptions made during the inter-
pretation of the central data by all tools may not contain
contradicting statements.
The first criteria is important for the selection of tools to
be integrated into the design process. Using a supersonic
aerodynamic analysis method for the design of a glider with
a subsonic design mach number is usually not a feasible
approach. The internal model of the supersonic analysis
tool includes assumptions which are not in line with the
problem at hand and thus the method is not compatible
with the problem task.
The second criteria reflects the inconsistency example from
the previous section. Checking this criteria is usually less
straight forward. Ensuring it requires to keep track of all
assumptions made by the involved tools when interpreting
the central product model. For dealing with these less
obvious compatibility issues a layered approach for the
setup of a complex multi-disciplinary and multi-fidelity
design process is presented which supports the user in
avoiding hidden inconsistencies.
Accessing CPACS files can be done in many different
ways. Some of them are more comfortable than others.
Since CPACS is based on XML (Extensible Markup Lan-
guage) and thus a text based format, CPACS files could
be accessed through plain text processing. But the use
of an XML library especially for scripted access is far
more convenient and less error-prone. In the same way
XML libraries simplify the access to XML files, CPACS
specific libraries can simplify the access to CPACS files
and hence enable a more effective processing of CPACS
data, which is desirable for the “glue code” as described in
the previous section. For accessing CPACS data a layered
approach as shown in FIG 8 was developed. One can find
FIG 8: Concept Interface Layer
layered approaches in many complex fields, the OSI-model
(Open Systems Interconnection Model) being particularly
popular. The layered approach has proven valuable for
separation of concerns and modularization of systems.
Connecting an application to an external data format
requires a mapping between the internal and external data
model. Depending on the similarities or dissimilarities
between the two representations, a more or less extensive
conversion/interpretation is needed. The approach for
connecting applications to CPACS can be described by the
four layers shown in FIG 8.
Data Layer (DL) is the description of the model as a valid
CPACS definition
Native Data Interface Layer (NDIL) provides access to
the CPACS related properties
Concept Interface Layer (CIL) provides the abstraction
from the CPACS model properties to the model rep-
resentation properties ad-hoc for the application level
Application Layer (AL) is the description of the model as
required by the application/tool
The layers can be passed through either way, top to bottom
for converting from the application data to CPACS, or bot-
tom to top for converting CPACS data into the applications
internal representation.
At the bottom of FIG 8 the CPACS data format represents
the data layer. It is the structure in which the data is de-
scribed. For CPACS the structure is the schema definition.
On top of the Data Layer there is the Native Data Interface
Layer. It consists of accessor libraries which provide direct
access to the elements of the data structure such as TIXI
(TIVA XML Interface) and TIGL (TIVA Geometric Library).
They are used to directly access the data as represented in
the CPACS definition.
At the top of FIG 8 there is the Application Layer. It repre-
sents the place where the application codes or wrappers to
the applications are implemented. For VAMPzero and the
previous example this would be the parameters for the sin-
gle trapezoid wing representation.
Inbetween the Native Data Interface Layer and the Applica-
tion Layer, the Concept Interface Layer serves as a bridge
connecting the two. Here the disciplinary concepts are de-
fined which serve as abstractions from the data structure for
more intuitive interface enabling a more straight forward im-
plementation of knowledge. To this day there is no way for
an application to include the real world with all of its details
and presumably there never will be. Applications consist of
knowledge which is described using simplified concepts for
real world objects or relations. Common to all simplification
approaches is, disregarding everything which is not relevant
for solving the problem. Which parts of the real world are
actually relevant highly depends on the problem domain or
discipline. Therefore the concepts used are usually tailored
to the problem domains. When two problem domains are
related they may use similar concepts but similar does not
necessarily mean that they are compatible. In some cases
the concepts even uses the same named parameters and
thus seem to be the same but due to differences in their def-
inition they actually are not. One example is the wing span
of a c-wing as described in [7]. When assembling tools into
a complex design process using similar but not identic con-
cepts, some consistency issues can easily pass unnoticed.
Often without beeing aware of it such processes contain in-
consistent models, which can have an unforseen effect on
the result. When using VAMPzero for designing the hori-
zontal tail plane, an error in wing position and hence in its
mean aerodynamic center results in an error in lever and by
that in tail size. Therefore a clear and explicit definition of
the concepts used in each sub process/tool is necessary in
order to provide a way to uncover such discrepancies thus
leading to more consistent design processes.
At DLR Air Transportation Systems the cpacsPy library
serves the purpose of the intermediate Concept Interface
Layer for CPACS based systems. A clear definition and ad-
equate documentation of the concepts are essential to keep
track of the assumptions made for the concept parameters.
Details on the cpacsPy and the definition and application of
concepts are given in [7]. In the next section an example
is given on how the concepts from the cpacsPy are used to
create an abstraction module as a solution for the consis-
tency problem presented in section 3.
5. RESOLVING INCONSISTENCIES
For the preprocessor in Digital-X the inconsistencies be-
tween the detailed NASA CRM wing in CPACS (Data Layer)
and VAMPzeros wing representation of a single trapezoid
wing (Application Layer) were solved by implementing an
abstraction script linking the properties of the two repre-
sentations/models. Before turning to the implementation,
the method for abstracting a single trapezoid wing from a
detailed CPACS wing geometry needs to be defined in a
generic way. Therefore some decisions have to be made.
Firstly it is decided, that the properties of the simplified wing
should be defined by the exposed wing shape. This way
the abstractions of the method A wing, the method B wing
and the original NASA CRM wing shape should result in the
same single trapezoid wing. Secondly it should be possible
to exclude some parts of the detailed wing for the determi-
nation of the parameters. This is required because for some
of the parameters, such as the taper ratio, there is no sin-
gle distinct/universal definition on a complex wing shape.
Especially for rounded of wing tips as shown in FIG 9 the
tip chord can only be estimated. Thus defining a taper ra-
FIG 9: Rounded wing tip
tio parameter which behaves as expected for any arbitrary
wing shape can be extremely difficult. One could try defin-
ing rules for identifying the wing tip chord such as:
• wing tip location should be within the outer 10% of the
wing span.
• When the relative change in chord length with respect
to spanwise position is greater 20% (or another thresh-
hold).
This might work well for conventional wings but for boxwing
aircraft this will probably not work as expected, depending
on e.g. whether it is defined as a single wing or three sep-
arate wings. On the one hand the exclusion of some parts
of the wing allows to ignore some of the details resulting in
a more simple and clean definition of the parameters, while
on the other hand requiring additional user input on the
start and end segments for the definition of the parameters.
The wing concept from the wingAeroShape.wingLib
module of the cpacsPy library includes the option to give
identifiers for the start and end segment for the determi-
nation of the wing parameters. It can be used to calculate
mean values for the most common wing parameters such
as sweep and determine the wing reference area, aspect
ratio and taper ratio for parts of the wing starting from one
segment following the topologic tree until the end segment
is reached.
Based on the above mentioned considerations, the ab-
straction script is developed using a wing concept from
the cpacsPy. We will walk through the process step by
step. At first the aspect ratio, the taper ratio, the sweep,
the dihedral and the reference area are calculated using
the respective methods from the wing concept by providing
the start and end segment of the exposed wing. The
parameters define the exposed part of the single trapezoid
FIG 10: Comparison of exposed NASA CRM wing (blue)
and wing at CIL (red)
wing as shown in FIG 10. The corresponding values for the
wing on the CIL are presented in Table 1. This wing is a
representation of a wing using the “Wing” concept provided
by the wingAeroShape.wingLib module of the cpacsPy. For
positioning, the simplified wing is placed in a way that the
x-position of the mean aerodynamic center of the exposed
wing is met. From the spanwise position of the root chord
(of the exposed wing) and the sweep angle of the leading
and trailing edge, the intersections with the symmetry plane
and from that the actual root chord is calculated. In a next
step the taper ratio of the complete single trapezoid wing
can be calculated from the root and tip chord. Also the
complete wing planform area needs to be calculated. The
consistent parameters for the application wing shape are
given in Table 1 and pictured in FIG 11. This wing shape
is the representation of the wing on the application level.
FIG 11: Comparison of the NASA CRM wing (blue) and the
wing on AL (red)
Running the abstraction for the geometry from both method
A and method B result in the very same wing shape.
Using the concept provided by the cpacsPy, developing a
consistent abstraction of the NASA CRM wing for use in
VAMPzero was relatively simple. All assumptions for the
abstraction are explicitly stated in the short script and the
documentation of the used concept. The implementated
abstraction is expected to be generic enough to be valid for
most anticipated inputs. If at some point this should not be
the case, it can be easily adapted.
Of course the implemented method could be imple-
TAB 1: Parameter values for simplified wing shapes
Parameter Wing at CIL Wing at AL
Aspect Ratio 8.34 8.55
Taper Ratio 0.22 0.24
Planform Sweep 37.2◦ 37.2◦
Dihedral 4.7◦ 4.7◦
Reference Area 359.7m2 407.5m2
Root Chord 10.8m 11.4m
Tip Chord 2.4m 2.4m
X Position (Mean Aerodynamic Center) 34.4m 33.5m
X Position Root Chord Leading Edge 24.3m 22.8m
mented in VAMPzero but by keeping it separate from the
tool, it can be reused for other applications and used for
communicating assumptions. When using the presented
method for setting up a complex design process, the
assumptions made become far more visible and thereby in-
crease awareness/conciousness for them. Another benefit
is that the abstraction can be easily adapted or exchanged
if required for a new configuration. No additional version of
VAMPzero and no deeper knowledge of VAMPzeros code
basis is required.
6. CONCLUSIONS
In collaborative environments data needs to be exchanged
frequently between the participants. Tools from different dis-
ciplines need to be combined into a complex design pro-
cess. When developing/implementing a collaborative de-
sign process as a combination of disciplinary tools, consis-
tency in the used methods needs to be ensured. In fact not
only the consistency between the methods, but also con-
sistency in the assumptions on the data exchange of all in-
volved tools needs to be guaranteed. Using a central data
format can simplify the data exchange by reducing the num-
ber of interfaces required for collaboration but it does not
automatically lead to consistency between the model rep-
resentation of the involved tools. It can generally be said,
that every separate interpretation of data can lead to in-
consistencies between models. Therefore using a central
data format such as CPACS is not enough. In this paper
an example for inconsistencies due to assumptions made
while converting the central data model into an application
specific representation was given. It underlined the impor-
tance of beeing aware of all the assumptions made when
exchanging data with the central data model.
As a solution an additional abstraction layer, the Concept In-
terface Layer, was introduced. For the CPACS environment
this layer was realized as part of the cpacsPy library, where
disciplinary concepts are implemented and documented. It
was shown how the use of concepts from the cpacsPy sup-
ported the development of a interpretation of the central
data model consistent with the actual configuration at hand.
Although this approach requires some additional informa-
tion, e.g. valid assumptions for the central model, it is the
authors opinion that explicitly stating all assumptions is es-
sential for the setup of a truely consistent design process.
Admittedly this seems to increase the effort of interfacing
between the different disciplinary models, but when pro-
vided with a suitable disciplinary concept the effort is ac-
tually very limited and the confidence in the process is in-
creased.
Therefore extending CPACS as a central data model by a
library for common, disciplin specific interpretation of the
data is pursued in form of the cpacsPy library. Support-
ing a common understanding through the explicit definition
and use of concepts is assessed to be of high value for the
CPACS user community. With the development of the cpac-
sPy library the first step towards an enhanced common lan-
guage has been established.
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